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Some properties of the world are fixed by physics derived from mathematical symmetries, while others
are selected from an ensemble of possibilities. Several successes and failures of ‘‘anthropic’’ reasoning
in this context are reviewed in light of recent developments in astrobiology, cosmology, and
unification physics. Specific issues raised include our space-time location (including the reason for the
present age of the universe), the time scale of biological evolution, the tuning of global cosmological
parameters, and the origin of the Large Numbers of astrophysics and the parameters of the standard
model. Out of the 20 parameters of the standard model, the basic behavior and structures of the world
(nucleons, nuclei, atoms, molecules, planets, stars, galaxies) depend mainly on five of them: me , mu ,
md , a, and aG (where mproton and aQCD are taken as defined quantities). Three of these appear to
be independent in the context of Grand Unified Theories (that is, not fixed by any known symmetry)
and at the same time have values within a very narrow window which provides for stable nucleons and
nuclei and abundant carbon. The conjecture is made that the two light quark masses and one coupling
constant are ultimately determined even in the ‘‘final theory’’ by a choice from a large or continuous
ensemble, and the prediction is offered that the correct unification scheme will not allow calculation
of (md2mu)/mproton from first principles alone.
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‘‘What really interests me is whether God had any
choice in creating the world.’’ 1—Einstein

I. NECESSITY, CHANCE, AND SELECTION IN PHYSICS

Which things about the world are accidental, which
things are necessary? Philosophers have debated this
metaphysical question for thousands of years (see, e.g.,

1Einstein also famously declared that ‘‘God does not play
dice.’’ This comment did not refer to the structure of physical
law but to the randomness and indeterminacy inherent in
quantum measurement.
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Leslie, 1989), but it has become more than an abstract
philosophical issue since the answer now influences the
mathematical design of fundamental physical theory
(see, e.g., Tegmark, 1998). Within the confines of physics
we can sharpen the question and can even hope to offer
some provisional answers.

The question now has special currency because in
modern fundamental theories, low-energy effective con-
stants can preserve the symmetry of precise spatial uni-
formity over a large spatial volume—even a whole
‘‘daughter universe’’—even while they adopt different
values in different universes. In addition, inflationary
cosmology offers a physical mechanism for creating a
true statistical ensemble [a ‘‘multiverse’’ (Rees, 1997)]
where many possible values of the constants are real-
ized. The truly fundamental equations may be the same
everywhere in all universes but may not completely de-
termine the values of all the effective, apparently ‘‘fun-
damental’’ constants at low energies in each one. The
Theory of Everything currently under construction, even
in its final form, may never provide a derivation from
first principles of all the pure numbers controlling every-
day phenomenology. These may instead be primarily de-
termined by a kind of selection, dubbed the ‘‘anthropic
principle’’ by Carter, the ‘‘principle of complexity’’ by
Reeves, the ‘‘principle of effectiveness’’ by Rozenthal,
such that the elementary building blocks of the universe
allow for complex things to happen, such as the assem-
bly of observers. We can seek clues to the flexible de-
grees of freedom in the ‘‘final theory’’ by looking for
parameters of the effective low-energy theory (the stan-
dard model) with especially powerful effects: parameters
whose small variation from their actual fortuitous values
lead to major qualitative changes.

Since the reviews of Carr and Rees (1979) and Barrow
and Tipler (1986), advances in both physics and
1149/72(4)/1149(13)/$17.60 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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astronomy have, amazingly, led to progress on the an-
cient riddle of chance and necessity, on very different
fronts: at one extreme the very concrete circumstances
about our local habitable environment and its detailed
history; at the other extreme, the most abstract levels of
physics. The natural history of the solar system and the
Galaxy have revealed new couplings between biology
and the astrophysical environment, as well as actual data
on other solar systems. Inflationary multiverses (e.g.,
Vilenkin, 1998b) now provide a physical framework to
discuss different choices of physical vacuum which may
allow some of the parameters of low-energy physics
(which we try to identify) to be tuned by selection. At
the same time, unified theories constrain some relations
among the parameters to be fixed by symmetry. Re-
markably, the freedom still available to tune parameters
in Grand Unified Theories appears well matched to that
required to select parameters which yield a complex phe-
nomenology at low energy. Simple arguments suggest
that one independent coupling constant and two out of
the three light fermion masses (the down quark mass,
and either the up quark or electron mass) may not be
fixed by symmetry, which allows the fundamental theory
enough flexibility to find a combination with rich nuclear
and chemical phenomenology; the other relationships
among the 20 or more parameters of current standard
theory can be fixed by symmetries of unification math-
ematics.

It is easy to guess wrong about selection effects and it
is worth recalling the history of the Large Numbers Hy-
pothesis. Dirac (1937) saw two of the large numbers of
nature—the weakness of gravity and the low density of
the universe—and concluded, incorrectly, that gravita-
tional coupling depends on cosmic density. The correct
insight (by Dicke, 1961) was that the density of the uni-
verse is determined by its age, and the age of the uni-
verse is mainly fixed by our own requirements, probably
mainly to do with how long it takes stellar populations
to synthesize the heavy nuclei needed for planets and
life. The long time scales associated with stars ultimately
derive from the weakness of gravity and the energy
available from nuclear fusion. Once it is granted that our
presence requires evolved stars, Dirac’s coincidence can
be derived from physical models of stars. Carter (1983)
extended the argument to draw conclusions about the
intrinsic time scales of biological evolution, some of
which appear to be confirmed by modern astrobiology.
Fossil evidence now confirms intricate couplings of bio-
logical and astronomical processes throughout the his-
tory of the Earth, and we have developed enough under-
standing to guess that highly complex life requires a rare
combination of factors (Ward and Brownlee, 1999).

It is also easy to discredit anthropic arguments. In the
same way that Darwinian natural selection can be dis-
credited by silly ‘‘Just So Stories’’ (How the Leopard
Got His Spots, etc.), anthropic arguments are sometimes
used indiscriminately; for example, when a theory of
quantum cosmology essentially fails to predict anything,
so that all the important features of the universe must be
attributed to selection. Such extreme applications of an-
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 4, October 2000
thropic reasoning undermine the essential goal of unifi-
cation physics, to achieve an elegant mathematical ex-
planation for everything. Yet one must bear in mind—
dare we call it a Principle of Humility?—that at least
some properties of the world might not have an elegant
mathematical explanation, and we can try to guess which
ones these are.

II. OUR LOCATION IN SPACE-TIME

A. Why the universe is old

The large-scale character of space-time is well estab-
lished to be a large, nearly homogeneous, expanding
three-space with a (real or imaginary) radius of curva-
ture vastly larger than any microscopic scale. This fun-
damental structure, which used to seem to require fine
tuning of initial conditions, is now understood as a natu-
ral causal consequence of inflation, which automatically
creates macroscopic spacetimes, exponentially larger
than microscopic scales, from microscopic instabilities.

Our time coordinate in this space-time, now estimated
to be about 12–14 Gy, is (as Dicke argued) probably
selected by our own needs. The simplest of these is the
need for a wide variety of chemical elements. The early
universe produced nearly pure hydrogen and helium,
but biochemistry uses almost all of the chemically active,
reasonably abundant elements in the upper half of the
periodic table. The time required to manufacture abun-
dant biological elements and stars with earthlike planets
is determined by the formation and evolution times of
galaxies and stellar populations, setting a minimum age
of billions of years.

Curiously, most observations now suggest that we also
appear to be living at an intrinsically special time in the
history of the expansion. Data on the Hubble constant,
the age of the universe, cosmic structure, matter density,
and in particular the supernova Hubble diagrams of
Riess et al. (1998) and Perlmutter et al. (1999), and mi-
crowave background anisotropy, e.g., Miller et al.
(1999), de Bernardis et al. (2000), Hanany et al. (2000),
all support a cosmological model with close to a spatially
flat geometry, a low matter density, and a significant
component of ‘‘dark energy’’ such as a cosmological
constant [see Fukugita (2000) for a review of the data].
These models have an intrinsic expansion rate (L/3)21/2

introduced by the cosmological constant L, which hap-
pens to be comparable to the current Hubble rate H0 .
The rough coincidence of this fundamental scale, fixed
by the energy density of the physical vacuum r
5L/8pG , with seemingly unrelated astrophysical time
scales determined by stellar evolution, has invited an-
thropic explanations (Weinberg, 1987, 1989, 1997; Vilen-
kin, 1995; Efstathiou, 1996; Martel et al., 1998; Garriga
et al., 2000).

The conjecture is that in a large ensemble of universes
(a multiverse), most universes have very large values of
the cosmological constant which render them uninhabit-
able; the value we observe is not the most probable one
but is typical of that seen by the largest number of ob-
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servers in the multiverse as a whole. This argument is
tied up with another parameter, the amplitude of the
fluctuations which produce galaxies, now usually
thought to be determined by the detailed shape of the
potential controlling cosmological inflation (e.g., Kolb,
1996), which may also be determined by selection (Teg-
mark and Rees, 1998). The anthropic prediction of cos-
mological parameters in multiverses is still tied up in the
murky unresolved debates of quantum cosmology which
describe the ensemble (Turok and Hawking, 1998;
Vilenkin, 1998a; Linde; 1998).

The value of L need not be set anthropically. A simi-
lar exotic form of dark energy (‘‘quintessence’’), a dy-
namical scalar field with properties controlled by an in-
ternal potential, could evolve in such a way as to adjust
to give it density comparable to the matter density today
(e.g., Zlatev et al., 1999). Or perhaps a ‘‘derivable’’ fun-
damental scale of physics exists, corresponding to a
vacuum energy density which happens to be about the
same as the current cosmic mean density. The current
cosmic mean density (.0.1 mm)24.(0.003 eV)4 is de-
rivable from Dicke’s argument in terms of fundamental
constants; the required coincidence [see Eq. (6) below]
is that L'(mPlanck /mproton)6tPlanck

2 .
One way or another, the intrinsic global cosmological

parameters are intimately connected with the large num-
bers (or ‘‘hierarchy problem’’) of fundamental physics;
but the nature of the connection is still not clear.

B. Why the universe is just so old

Why is the universe not much older than it is? In the
anthropic view, part of the reason must be the decrease
in new star formation, which both globally and within
the Galaxy has decreased by almost an order of magni-
tude during the 4.5 billion years since the solar system
formed (Fukugita et al., 1996; Lilly, 1998; Madau, 1999).
Galaxies have converted the bulk of their original gas to
stars or ejected it altogether, and the larger reservoir of
intergalactic gas is now too hot to cool and collapse to
replenish it (Fukugita et al., 1998; Cen and Ostriker,
1999).

The decrease in star formation rate also means that
the heavy element production rate is decreasing, and
therefore the mean age of radioactive elements (espe-
cially those produced by type-II supernovae, whose rate
is closely tied to current star formation) is increasing.
The new planets which are forming now and in the fu-
ture are less radioactively alive than Earth was when it
formed. Since abundant live radioactive nuclei in the
Earth’s core (especially uranium 238, thorium 232, and
potassium 40, with half-lives of 4.46, 14, and 1.28 Gy,
respectively) are needed to power vulcanism, continen-
tal drift, seafloor spreading, mountain uplift, and the
convective dynamo which creates the Earth’s magnetic
field, new planets even in the rare instances where they
do manage to form will in the future not have these
important attributes of the Earth. Life is also sensitive to
other features of the detailed composition inside the
Earth: the correct iron abundance is needed to provide
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 4, October 2000
sufficiently conductive core flows to give a strong mag-
netic field. Without its protection, the solar wind would
erode the atmosphere as it appears to have done on
Mars since the magnetic dynamo ceased there (Acuña
et al., 1999; Connerney et al., 1999). The coupling of bio-
evolution with astrophysics thus defines a fairly sharp
window of habitability in cosmic time as well as space
(Ward and Brownlee, 1999): New stars and new habit-
able planets are becoming increasingly rare.

C. Coupling of biological and astronomical time scales

We find more specific clues to factors influencing our
time coordinate by a closer examination of local natural
history, both in the fossil record (e.g., Knoll, 1999) and
the genomic one (e.g., Woese et al., 1990; Doolittle,
1999). The oldest sedimentary rocks (from 3.9 Gya,
where Gya5109 years ago) on the surface of the Earth
are almost as old as the Earth itself (4.55 Gya), yet ap-
pear to harbor fossilized cells. Unambiguous fossils of
cyanobacteria, closely resembling modern species, are
found from 3.5 Gya. The earliest life seems to have
emerged soon (within of the order of 0.1 Gy) after the
last globally sterilizing meteoroid impact. The first fos-
sils identifiable as much more complex, nucleated (‘‘eu-
karyotic’’) cells (like modern-day Grypania) show up
much later, about 2 Gya (about the time when the at-
mospheric oxygen level rose substantially); widespread
eukarya (acritarchs, a form of planktonic algae) do not
appear until much more recently (1.5 Gya). Significant
morphological diversity only began about 1 Gya, possi-
bly paced by the emergence of sex. The Cambrian ex-
plosion, which took place over a remarkably narrow in-
terval of time between about 0.50 and 0.55 Gya, created
essentially all of the variety and complexity in body
plans of modern animals. Since then there have been
several mass extinctions triggered by catastrophic im-
pacts [including possibly the huge Permo-Triassic event
0.25 Gya, and almost certainly the smaller dinosaur
killer Cretaceous-Tertiary (KT) event 0.065 Gya], indi-
cating that extraterrestrial factors are even recently at
work in shaping biological history.

What is the clock that determines the roughly 4 Gy
time scale from the formation of the Earth to the Cam-
brian explosion? If it is a purely biological clock, there is
a striking coincidence between this time scale and the
main-sequence lifetime of the Sun, about 10 Gy. Why
should Darwinian bioevolution occur on a similar time
scale to stellar evolution? Why should it be that we show
up when the Sun is just halfway through its lifetime?
Carter (1983) considered these coincidences and pro-
posed an anthropic explanation: if the biological clock
has a very long intrinsic time scale, most systems fail to
evolve significantly before their suns die; those that by
chance evolve quickly enough will tend to do so ‘‘at the
last minute.’’ If there are a small number of rare rate-
limiting steps, the coincidence can be explained.

Indeed the emerging picture of continual cosmic
catastrophes affecting the biosphere and the mounting
evidence for the intimate coupling of life and the
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global environment has started to flesh out the details of
what paced evolution, and how it has been controlled or
limited by astrophysical events and thereby by astro-
physical time scales. In addition to asteroid and comet
impacts, intimate couplings are now recognized between
geophysical and biological evolution, although their
relative importance is not settled.

One example is the global carbon cycle, which in-
cludes biological components (important in the precipi-
tation of carbonates) as well as plate tectonics, vulcan-
ism, and climate-controlled erosion; the sum of these
elements may allow the planet to maintain a surface
temperature which tracks the habitable zone, in spite of
variations in insolation since the Sun formed of up to
20% (Schwartzmann and Volk, 1989). The most spec-
tacular failures of this stabilization mechanism may have
led to ‘‘Snowball Earth’’ events (Evans et al., 1997; Hoff-
man et al., 1998) where the entire surface of the planet
iced over, and the subsequent superheated recovery
from these events by volcanic replenishment of green-
house gases. The most recent of these events may have
triggered the Cambrian explosion. Another example is
the accumulation of oxygen, a biological process partly
paced by geochemistry (the global oxidation of iron)
which also took place over a billion years, which cer-
tainly enabled and may have paced the explosion of
complex life forms.

Direct evidence thus suggests that interdependent
‘‘co-evolution’’ accounts for the coincidence of biologi-
cal and astrophysical time scales, even though the domi-
nant couplings may not yet be known. The actual situa-
tion is subtly different from Carter’s original guess; the
intrinsic time scale of biological evolution, if one exists,
appears to be relatively rapid, and the pace of evolution
has been set by occasional rare opportunities (such as
the isolation of Darwin’s finches on various Galapagos
islands, but on a global scale). Carter’s main conclusion,
that advanced life is relatively rare, is substantiated by
the accumulation of evidence over the last 20 years:
many fortuitous circumstances seem to have played a
role in the emergence of animal life on Earth (Ward and
Brownlee, 1999).2

III. FIXED AND TUNABLE PARAMETERS OF PHYSICS

A. The standard model and everyday life

The standard model of fundamental quantum fields
has at least 20 adjustable parameters (including for this

2As yet another example, Gonzalez (1999) has recently
pointed out that even the orbit of the solar system in the Gal-
axy appears to be finely tuned to reduce comet impacts: com-
pared to other stars of the same age, the sun steers an unusu-
ally quiet path through the Galaxy—an orbit with unusually
low eccentricity and small amplitude of vertical motion out of
the disk. This could be explained anthropically, perhaps
through the effect of Galactic tidal distortions on the Oort
comet cloud which create catastrophic storms of comet impacts
in the inner solar system (Heisler and Tremaine, 1986; Matese
and Whitmire, 1996).
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 4, October 2000
count Einstein’s classical theory of gravity), although it
explains almost all natural phenomena with less than
half of these, and the basic structures are fixed by just a
handful of them. At a deeper level, the values of the
parameters are presumed to be not all truly independent
and adjustable; symmetries fix relationships between
some of them.

The minimal standard model has 19 ‘‘adjustable’’ pa-
rameters (Cahn, 1996; Gaillard et al., 1999): Yukawa co-
efficients fixing the masses of the six quark and three
lepton flavors (u ,d ,c ,s ,t ,b ,e ,m ,t), the Higgs mass and
vacuum expectation value v (which multiplies the
Yukawa coefficients to determine the fermion masses),
three angles and one phase of the CKM (Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa) matrix (which mixes quark weak-
and strong-interaction eigenstates), a phase for
the quantum chromodynamic (QCD) vacuum, and
three coupling constants g1 ,g2 ,g3 of the gauge group,
U(1)3SU(2)3SU(3). If as seems likely the neutrinos
are not massless, there are seven more parameters for
them (three masses and another four CKM matrix ele-
ments).

Various more or less observable combinations of
these parameters appear in discussing phenomenology,
taking account of the change of couplings with energy.
The traditional zero-energy electromagnetic fine struc-
ture constant a5e251/137.035 99, changes with energy
scale to a(mZ)'1/128 at the Z mass scale; it is related
to the electroweak parameters by e5g2 sin uW , where
the weak mixing angle tan uW[g8/g2 also fixes the W and
Z mass ratio, sin2 uW512(mW

2 /mZ
2 ), and for consis-

tently normalized currents one defines g15A5/3g8. The
Fermi constant of weak interactions can be written

GF5
&g2

2

8mW
2 5
&

8
a

mW
2 sin2 uW

5
v2

&
, (1)

where v5246 GeV is the expectation value of the Higgs
field. The strong coupling aS[g3

2 can be defined at some
energy scale L, say as(L5mZ)50.12; or, an energy
scale LQCD'200 MeV can be defined where the cou-
pling diverges. The masses of protons and other hadrons
are thereby approximately fixed by the value of aS at
any energy.3

The standard model plus classical gravity describes all
known physical phenomenology within the present-day
universe. Everyday matter (indeed nearly all of the
‘‘baryonic’’ matter of the universe aside from energetic
particles) is almost entirely made of the lightest first gen-

3The relation of LQCD to aS(E) also depends on the fermion
and Higgs masses, through threshold effects.
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eration fermions.4 Since we may take the strong cou-
pling to be fixed at the proton mass scale, and the fer-
mion masses enter mostly through their ratio to the
nucleon mass, the basic structures (almost) just depend
on four parameters, which we may take to be the three
light fermion masses me ,mu ,md and the elecromagnetic
coupling constant a, plus gravity.5 Newton’s constant of
universal gravitation G specifies the coupling of all
forms of energy to gravity (which is usually regarded as
outside the ‘‘standard model’’). In the next section we
review how the gravitational coupling of nucleons
Gmproton

2 defines the relationship between the structure
of the astronomical scales of the universe and those of
the microworld.

The electron mass and fine structure constant together
determine the basic behavior of atomic matter and its
interaction with radiation— in other words, all of chem-
istry and biology. They enter in familiar combinations
such as the classical electron radius re5a/me , the Th-
omson cross section sT5(8p/3)(a/me)2, the electron
Compton wavelength |e5me

21 , and the Bohr radius
aBohr5(ame)21. The Rydberg energy mea

2/2 sets the
scale of atomic binding; atomic fine structure (spin-
orbit) splittings depend on higher powers of a, and split-
tings of molecular modes, which include electronic, vi-
brational and rotational states, depend on powers of
me /mproton .

4The higher generations are less prominent in nature than the
first because they are heavier and decay by weak interactions,
although they are always present at some level because of mix-
ing and probably play important roles in supernova physics
and other exotic but important astrophysical environments
such as neutron stars. They also enter through the CKM ma-
trix, one complex phase of which is a source of observed CP
violation and therefore possibly related to the physics respon-
sible for creating the cosmic excess of matter over antimatter.
The masses of the heavy fermions matter little to familiar natu-
ral phenomenology, so they could be set by the choices selec-
tively adopted by the first generation if the fermion masses of
the three generations are (as is conjectured) coupled to each
other in a unified scheme by a mixing matrix. There are many
such schemes proposed (Berezhiani, 1996); for example, in the
‘‘democratic’’ scenario of Fukugita, Tanimoto, and Yanagida
(1999), the nine fermion masses are determined by five param-
eters, and still only two independent parameters determine the
masses of u ,d ,e [with md /me fixed by SO(10)].

5Agrawal et al. (1998a, 1998b) have developed the point of
view that the weak scale itself is determined anthropically and
that v is the one tunable parameter—singled out in the stan-
dard model by having a dimension. Indeed the fundamental
degrees of freedom of the fundamental theory are not known
and one of the main objectives of studies such as these is to
sniff them out. Here I imagine adjusting some coefficients in
the Lagrangian according to the constraints imposed by unifi-
cation. This amounts to exploring a different space of varia-
tion, with more degrees of freedom, than Agrawal et al. For
most of the arguments presented here, it does not matter
whether the Higgs is counted as a separate degree of freedom.
Note however that tuning only the Higgs varies all the fermion
masses in lockstep, and cannot by itself tune more than one
degree of freedom.
Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 4, October 2000
The detailed relationships among atomic and molecu-
lar eigenstates are not preserved continuously or ho-
mologously as a and me are adjusted, and would be
scrambled with even small changes. However, structural
chemistry would not change much if a and me were ad-
justed slightly differently. The structure of electron or-
bitals in atoms and molecules scales homologously in
first order with the Bohr radius, and the energy levels of
the ground-state orbitals scale with the Rydberg. So,
while it does seem miraculous that complementary
structures can form with the specificity (say) of purines
and pyramidines in DNA, the possibility of this miracle
can be traced back to group theory and quantum mech-
nanics; if a and/or me changed, the DNA structure
would remain almost the same, it would just change size
relative to, say, the classical electron radius. (The depar-
ture from homology enters only in subdominant terms in
the Hamiltonian, such as the spin-orbit or nucleus-
nucleus interactions.)

This amazing achievement of quantum theory illumi-
nates another good example of failed anthropic reason-
ing. Before quantum mechanics, it was suggested that
atomic properties must have been tuned to achieve the
marvelous chemical structures needed for life (Hender-
son, 1913). Instead it appears that ordinary Darwinian
natural selection has found and exploited the structural
opportunities presented by underlying symmetries. Biol-
ogy and not physics or cosmology should be given credit
for this miracle!

By contrast, changing the quark masses even a small
amount has drastic consequences which no amount of
Darwinian selection can compensate. The u2d mass
difference in particular attracts attention because the d
is just enough heavier than u to overcome the electro-
magnetic energy difference to make the proton (uud)
lighter than the neutron (udd) and therefore stable. On
the other hand, if it were a little heavier still, the deu-
teron would be unstable and it would be difficult to as-
semble any nuclei heavier than hydrogen. This then is a
good candidate for selective tuning among multiverses.
Similarly, the sum of the quark masses controls the pion
mass, so changing them alters the range of the nuclear
potential and significantly changes nuclear structure and
energy levels. Even a small change radically alters the
history of nuclear astrophysics, for example, by eliminat-
ing critical resonances of nucleosynthesis needed to pro-
duce abundant carbon (Hoyle, 1953). It would be sur-
prising if symmetries conspired to satisfy these
constraints, but quite natural if the parameters can
adopt a continuous range of values. One therefore ex-
pects these particular parameters to continue to elude re-
lationships fixed by symmetries.

B. Structures and time scales of the macroworld

Essentially all astrophysical structures, sizes, and time
scales are controlled by one dimensionless ratio, some-
times called the ‘‘gravitational coupling constant,’’
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aG5
Gmproton

2

\c
5S mproton

mPlanck
D 2

'0.6310238, (2)

where mPlanck5A\c/G'1.2231019 GeV is the Planck
mass and G5mPlanck

22 is Newton’s gravitational
constant.6 Although the exact value of this ratio is not
critical—variations of (say) less than a few percent
would not lead to major qualitative changes in the
world—neither do structures scale with exact homology,
since other scales of physics are involved in many differ-
ent contexts (Carr and Rees, 1979).

The maximum number of atoms in any kind of star is
given to order of magnitude by the large number N*
(corresponding to a mass M* ), defined by

N* 5
M*

mproton
[S mPlanck

mproton
D 3

'2.231057. (3)

Many kinds of equilibria are possible below M* but they
are all destabilized above M* (times a numerical coeffi-
cient depending on the structure and composition of the
star under consideration). The reason is that above M*the particles providing pressure support against gravity,
whatever they are, become relativistic and develop a soft
equation of state which no longer resists collapse; far
above M* the only stable compact structures are black
holes.

A star in hydrostatic equilibrium has a size R/RS
'mproton /E where the particle energy E may be ther-
mal or from degeneracy. Both R and E vary enor-
mously; for example, in main sequence stars thermo-
nuclear burning regulates the temperature at E
'1026mproton , in white dwarfs the degeneracy energy
can be as large as Edeg'me , and in neutron stars,
Edeg'0.1mproton .

For example, the Chandrasekhar (1935) mass, the
maximum stable mass of an electron-degeneracy sup-
ported dwarf, occurs when the electrons become relativ-
istic, at E'me ,

MC53.1~Z/A !2M* , (4)

where Z and A are the average charge and mass of the
ions; typically Z/A'0.5 and MC51.4M( , where M(

51.98831033 g'0.5M* is the mass of the Sun.
For main-sequence stars undergoing nuclear burning,

the size is fixed by equating the gravitational binding
energy (the typical thermal particle energy in hydro-
static equilibrium) to the temperature at which nuclear
burning occurs at a sufficient rate to maintain the out-
ward energy flux. The rate for nuclear reactions is deter-
mined by quantum tunneling through a Coulomb barrier
by particles on the tail of a thermal distribution; the rate
at temperature T is a thermal particle rate times

6The Planck time tPlanck5\/mPlanckc25mPlanck
21

50.54310243 sec is the quantum of time, 1019 times smaller
than the nuclear time scale tproton5\/mprotonc25mproton

21

(translating to the preferred system of units where \5c51).
The Schwarzschild radius for mass M is RS52M/mPlanck

2 ; for
the Sun it is 2.95 km.
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exp@2(T0 /T)1/3# where T05(3/2)3(2pZa)2Amproton .
Equating this with a stellar lifetime (see below) yields

T'~3/2!3~2p!2a2mproton@ ln~ t* mproton!#23; (5)

note that the steep dependence of rate on temperature
means that the gravitational binding energy per particle,
}GM/R , is almost the same for all main-sequence stars,
typically about 1026mproton . The radius of a star is
larger than its Schwarzschild radius RS by the same fac-
tor. Since M/R is fixed, the matter pressure }M/R3

}M22 and at large masses (many times M* ) is less than
the radiation pressure, leading to instability.

There is a minimum mass for hydrogen-burning stars
because electron degeneracy supports a cold star in
equilibrium with a particle energy E5me(M/MC)4/3.
Below about 0.08M( the hydrogen never ignites and
one has a large planet or brown dwarf. The maximum
radius of a cold planet (above which atoms are gradually
crushed by gravity) occurs where the gravitational bind-
ing per atom is about 1 Ry, hence M5MCa3/2—about
the mass of Jupiter.

The same scale governs the formation of stars. Stars
form from interstellar gas clouds in a complex interplay
of many scales coupled by radiation and magnetic fields,
controlled by transport of radiation and angular momen-
tum. Roughly speaking (Rees, 1976) the clouds break up
into small pieces until their radiation is trapped, when
the total binding energy GM2/R divided by the gravita-
tional collapse time (GM/R3)21/2 is equal to the rate of
radiation (say x times the maximum blackbody rate) at
T/mproton'GM/R , giving a characteristic mass of order
x1/2(T/mproton)1/4M* , controlled by the same large
number.

Similarly we can estimate lifetimes of stars. Massive
stars as well as many quasars radiate close to the Ed-
dington luminosity per mass LE /M53Gmproton/2re

2

51.2531038(M/M() erg/sec (at which momentum
transfer by electrons scattering outward radiation flux
balances gravity on protons), yielding a minimum stellar
lifetime (that is, lower-mass stars radiate less and last
longer than this). The resulting characteristic ‘‘Salpeter
time’’ is

t* '
ecsT

4pGmproton

5Fea2S mproton

me
D 2G S mPlanck

mproton
D 3

tPlanck

'43108e years. (6)

The energy efficiency e'0.007 for hydrogen-burning
stars and '0.1 for black-hole-powered systems such as
quasars. The minimum time scale of astronomical vari-
ability is the Schwarzschild time at M* ,
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tmin'S mPlanck

mproton
D 2

tPlanck

'S mPlanck

mproton
D tproton

'S mPlanck

mproton
D 21

t*

'1025 sec. (7)

The ratio of the two times, t* and tmin , which is aG
21/2 ,

gives the dynamic range of astrophysical phenomena in
time, the ratio of a stellar evolution time to the collapse
time of a stellar-mass black hole.

A ‘‘neutrino Eddington limit’’ can be estimated by
replacing the Thomson cross section by the cross section
for neutrinos at temperature T ,

LEn'LE~mW /me!2~mW /T !2. (8)

In a gamma-ray burst fireball or a core collapse super-
nova, a collapsing neutron star releases its binding en-
ergy 0.1mproton'100 MeV per nucleon, and the neutrino
luminosity LEn'1054 erg/sec liberates the binding en-
ergy in a matter of seconds. This is a rare example of a
situation where weak interactions and second-
generation fermions play a controlling role in macro-
scopic dynamics, since the energy deposited in the outer
layers by neutrinos is important to the explosion mecha-
nism (as well as nucleosynthesis) in core-collapse super-
novae. The neutrino luminosity of a core-collapse super-
nova briefly exceeds the light output of all the stars of
universe, each burst involving 'aG

1/2 of the baryonic
mass and lasting a little more than aG

1/2 of the time.
Note that there is a purely relativistic Schwarzschild

luminosity limit, c5/2G5mPlanck
2 /251.8131059 erg/sec,

corresponding to a mass divided by its Schwarzschild
radius. Neither Planck’s constant nor the proton mass
enter here, only gravitational physics. The luminosity is
achieved in a sense by the Big Bang (dividing radiation
in a Hubble volume by a Hubble time any time during
the radiation era), by gravitational radiation during the
final stages of comparable-mass black hole mergers, and
continuously by the PdV work done by the negative
pressure of the cosmological constant in a Hubble vol-
ume as the universe expands. The brightest individual
sources of light, gamma ray bursts, fall four or five or-
ders of magnitude short of this limit, as does the sum of
all astrophysical sources of energy (radiation and neutri-
nos) in the observable universe.

Using cosmological dynamics—the Friedmann equa-
tion H258prmPlanck

22 relating the expansion rate H and
mean density r—one can show that the same number
N* gives the number of stars within a Hubble volume
H23, or that the optical depth of the universe to Thom-
son scattering is of the order of Ht* .

The cosmological connection between density and
time played prominently in Dicke’s rebuttal of Dirac.
Dicke’s point is that the large size and age of the
universe—the reason it is much bigger than the proton
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and longer-lived than a nuclear collision—stem from the
large numbers M* /mproton and t* /tproton , which in turn
derive from the large ratio of the Planck mass to the
proton mass. But where does that large ratio come
from? Is there an explanation that might have satisfied
Dirac?

C. Running couplings

Grand Unified Theories point to such an
explanation—a unified model from which one can derive
the values and ratios of the coupling constants. In these
unification schemes, the three standard model coupling
constants derive from one unified coupling (which is still
arbitrary at this level). The logarithmic running of cou-
pling strength with energy, derived from renormaliza-
tion theory, leads to the large ratio between unification
scale and the proton mass. Although gravity is not in-
cluded in these theories, the inferred unification scale
(1016 GeV) is close to the Planck mass; the running cou-
plings thus account for most of the ‘‘largeness’’ of the
astrophysical Large Numbers.

Phenomenological coupling constants such as those
we have been using (e.g., a) are not really constant but
‘‘run’’ or change with energy scale (Wilczek, 1999b).
The vacuum is full of virtual particles which are polar-
ized by the presence of a charge. An electrical charge
(or a weak isospin charge) attracts like charges, which
tend to screen its charge as measured from far away. At
small distances there is less screening, so the charge ap-
pears bigger, so the effective coupling grows with en-
ergy. On the other hand a strong color charge attracts
mostly virtual like-color charged gluons, so it is anti-
screened and the coupling changes with the opposite
sign—it gets weaker at high energy, and is said to display
‘‘asymptotic freedom.’’ The freedom comes about from
the antiscreening by gluons.7

The bookkeeping of how the constants change with
the energy scale M of interactions is done by
renormalization-group calculations. These show that the
running coupling constant of U(1), a15g1

2, obeys

]a1
21

] ln~M2!
52

1
3p ( Qi

2, (9)

where the sum is over the charges Qi of all fermions of
mass less than M . The amount of charge screening by
virtual particles increases if the vacuum contains more
degrees of freedom that can be excited at a given en-
ergy. If all fermions in the standard model are included
(and no more), the total sum on the right side is 14/3,
yielding a slope of 214/9p .

For SU(3), there is again a screening term depending
on the number of color-charged fermions, but there is
also an antiscreening term from the (known number of)
gluons,

7The reason for the difference is related to the zero-point
energies being opposite for fermion and boson modes, which
also enters into considerations about their canceling contribu-
tions to the cosmological constant in supersymmetric vacua.
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]aS
21

] ln~M2!
5

112~2/3!nf

4p
, (10)

where nf is the number of quark flavors of mass less
than M . The factor of 11 from gluons dominates if the
number of quark flavors is not too large, giving
asymptotic freedom. In the standard model, nf56, yield-
ing a slope of 17/4p .

The running of couplings depends on the particle de-
grees of freedom at each energy scale, that is, counting
virtual particles with rest mass below that energy. Thus
in reality the slopes change with energy scale and with
the addition of new species, if there are any.

It has been known for over 20 years that the gauge
groups of the standard model fit nicely into larger
groups of certain Grand Unified Theories (GUTs), the
simplest ones being SU(5) and SO(10). The coupling
constants of SU(3), SU(2), U(1) all approach each
other logarithmically, merging at the GUT scale, about
1016 GeV. In recent years measurements of the cou-
plings near mZ have steadily improved and for some
GUT’s [such as minimal SU(5)] the three couplings no
longer meet at a point; however, the agreement sur-
vives impressively well in supersymmetric models (Lan-
gacker and Polonsky, 1994), or in models such as
SO(10). There is thus some reason to believe that these
models work up to the large scale of unification, which is
already close to the Planck mass.

D. Derivation of mPlanck /mproton

By the same token, if one of these GUTs is correct, it
will provide a derivation of the a1 ,a2 ,a3 coupling con-
stants at any scale from one unified constant aU at the
unification scale. Recall that the mass of the proton is
fixed by the scale at which the SU(3) coupling diverges.
Because of the slow variation of coupling with energy,
this takes a large range of energy and leads to a large
ratio of proton to unification mass.

We can run through a toy calculation as follows. As-
suming the degrees of freedom are constant, the inverse
couplings just depend linearly on the log of the energy
scale, so Eqs. (9) and (10) can be trivially integrated.
Equating them at the unification scale MU , a1(MU)
5a3(MU), yields

MU

L
5expF a1

21~L!2a3
21~L!

112~2/3!nf

2p
1

2
3p ( Qi

2G . (11)

Naively plugging in the standard model numbers (which
give 2.1 for the denominator), and the values a1
'(60)21 and a3'aS'0.12 for the coupling constants at
the Z scale, yields a mass ratio of MU /MZ'exp@(60
28)/2.1#51011. This toy estimate is wrong in several
details (most notably, not having included supersymme-
try) but correctly illustrates the main point, that there
exists an exact calculation that yields a large ratio of
fundamental masses, roughly
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MU /mproton'ea21/4'ea1
21(LQCD)/2'e ~3/2! aU

21
. (12)

The numerical factors here are just approximate, but are
exactly computable within the framework of supersym-
metric GUT’s and yield a unification scale of MU
'1016 GeV. In this framework, this is essentially the ex-
planation of the ‘‘weakness’’ of gravity, the smallness of
mproton /mPlanck . Since mPlanck'103MU there are 3 of
the 19 orders of magnitude still to be accounted for,
presumably by the final unification with gravity.

Formulas very similar to Eq. (12) have appeared for
many years [see, for example, Eq. (54) of Carr and Rees,
1979]. The rationale has always centered (as it does
here) on the logarithmic divergences of renormalization,
but in the context of supersymmetry the derivation is
much crisper—it comes in the framework of rigorous
derivations in a well-motivated theory now being tested
(Wilczek, 1999a). If this guess about unification is cor-
rect, we have most of the explanation of the large num-
bers of astrophysics, subject to the value of one indepen-
dent, apparently arbitrary coupling-constant parameter
(aU or gU), a moderately small number (of the order of
1/25). The value of mproton /mU depends exponentially
on aU (and hence also on a). Changes of a few percent
in the couplings lead to order-of-magnitude variations in
the astrophysical Large Numbers, enough to cause
qualitative change in the behavior of the astrophysical
world. The fine structure constant thereby becomes a
candidate for selective tuning connected to obtaining a
suitable strength for gravitation!

IV. TUNING LIGHT FERMION MASSES

A. Nucleons and nuclei

Like the electronic structure of atoms, the basic struc-
ture of neutrons and protons depend hardly at all on any
of the parameters. Ignoring for now the small effect of
electric charge and quark mass, proton and neutron
structure are the same, with labels related by isospin
symmetry. Their internal structure and mass are entirely
determined by strong QCD SU(3) gauge fields (gluons)
interacting with each other and with the quarks. There
are no adjustable parameters in the structure, not even a
coupling constant, except for the setting of the energy
scale.8 Although these nucleon field configurations are
not really ‘‘solved,’’ the equations which govern them
are known exactly and their structure can be approxi-
mately solved in lattice models of QCD, which correctly
estimate for example the mass ratios of the proton and
other hadrons. Basically, the mass of the proton,
mproton50.938 GeV, is some calculable dimensionless
number (about 5) times the energy scale LQCD fixed by
the strong interaction coupling constant. The structure

8Ironically, the nucleon rest mass (which of course includes
most of the rest mass of ordinary matter) is 99% dominated by
the kinetic energy of the constituents, including roughly equal
contributions from very light quarks and massless gluons.
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and mass of hadrons is as mathematically rigid as a Pla-
tonic solid. Even so, because n and p are so similar, the
stability of the proton is very sensitive to the electro-
magnetic effects and to the much smaller, and seemingly
unrelated, up and down quark masses, which break the
symmetry.

Strong interactions not only create isolated hadronic
structures, but also bind them together into nuclei. Al-
though the individual hadrons are to first approximation
pure SU(3) solitons, nuclear structure is also directly
influenced by quark masses, especially through their ef-
fect on the range of the nuclear potential. The strong
interactions of hadrons can be thought of as being me-
diated by pions, which have relatively low mass
@m(p0)5135 MeV] and therefore a range which reaches
significantly farther than the hadronic radius. The light
quark masses determine the pion mass via breaking of
chiral symmetry, mp'Amproton(mu1md), and there-
fore the details of nuclear energy levels are sensitive to
u and d masses.

The dependence of nuclear structures on quark
masses and electromagnetic forces is hard to compute
exactly but we can sketch the rough scalings. The
nuclear binding energy in a nucleus with N nucleons is
about Enuc'eNmproton where the specific binding en-
ergy per mass is about e'(mp /mproton)2'(mu
1md)/mproton'1022 and hence the typical separation is
e21/2mproton

21 . The nuclear size therefore is typically R
'N1/3e21/2mproton

21 . Larger nuclei develop increasing
electromagnetic repulsion, scaling like Eem'aN2/R .
They become unstable above a maximum charge at
which the nuclear and electrostatic energies match,

Nmax'~e1/2/a!3/2'101.5. (13)

The basic reason for the number of stable nuclei is that
the electromagnetic coupling is weak, but not extremely
weak, compared to the strong interactions.

B. Quark masses and the stability of the proton
and deuteron

It has long been noted that the stability of the proton
depends on the up and down quark masses, requiring
md2mu>Eem'a3/2mproton to overcome the extra elec-
tromagnetic mass-energy Eem of a proton relative to a
neutron. Detailed considerations suggest that md2mu is
quite finely tuned, in the sense that if it were changed by
more than a fraction of its value either way, nuclear as-
trophysics as we know it would radically change.

Quarks being always confined never appear ‘‘on-
shell’’ so their masses are tricky to measure precisely. A
recent review by Fusaoka and Koide (1998) gives mu
54.8860.57 MeV, md59.8160.65 MeV, which are
larger than the 0.511 MeV of the electron but negligible
compared to the 938.272 MeV mass of the proton,
939.566 MeV of the neutron, or 1875.613 MeV of the
deuteron. On the other hand, small changes in md2mu
can have surprisingly profound effects on the world
through their effect on the relative masses of the proton,
neutron, and deuteron. If mn,mp the proton is unstable
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and there are no atoms, no chemistry. It is thus impor-
tant that mn.mp , but not by too much since then the
neutron becomes too unstable. The neutron b2 decay
rate is as small as it is only because of the small n ,p mass
difference: it is closely controlled by the phase space
suppression. With a small increase in the mass difference
the neutron decays much faster and the deuteron be-
comes unstable, also leading to radical changes in the
world.

Consider, for example, the pp reaction,

p1p→D1e11ne , (14)

which begins the conversion of hydrogen to helium in
the Sun. The endpoint of this reaction is only 420 keV,
meaning that if the deuteron were 420 keV heavier
(relative to the other reactants) the reaction would not
even be exothermic and would tend to run in the other
direction.

Although the quark masses are uncertain, we can es-
timate the effect a change in their difference would
have. To the extent that the neutron and proton struc-
tures preserve isospin symmetry, the calculation is
simple since their masses just change additively in re-
sponse to a change in the quark masses. For the deu-
teron the story is a little more involved because of the
effect on the nuclear potential.

Consider a transformation to a different world with
different values of the quark and electron masses,

md→md8[md1dmd , mu→mu8[mu1dmu ,

me→me8[me1dme . (15)

We then have

mp85mp12dmu1dmd ,

mn85mn12dmd1dmu ,

~mn2mp!85~mn2md!1dmd2u . (16)

We have defined a key parameter, the amount of change
in the mass difference, dmd2u[dmd2dmu .

Now consider the effect of this transformation on the
reactions

n↔p1e1 n̄e . (17)

The heat balance of these reactions in our world is

mn2mp2me2m n̄e
50.782 MeV. (18)

In the transformed world, a hydrogen atom (HI) is un-
stable (through the proton capturing the electron and
converting into a stable neutron) if

dmd2u,dme20.782 MeV. (19)

In atoms, or in plasmas where electrons are readily
available, the neutron becomes the energetically favored
state. As dmd2u drops, Big Bang nucleosynthesis first
increases the helium abundance to near 1, then makes
most of the baryons into neutrons. There are no hydro-
gen atoms except a small residue of deuterium. Synthe-
sis of heavy elements can still continue (although as
shown below, with the nuclei somewhat altered). Indeed
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there is no Coulomb barrier to keep the neutrons apart
and hardly any electrons to provide opacity, so the fa-
miliar equilibrium state of main-sequence stars disap-
pears. The effects get even more radical as dmd2u de-
creases even more; rapid, spontaneous decay of a free
proton to a neutron happens if

dmd2u,2dme22me20.782 MeV

52dme21.804 MeV. (20)

For positive dmd2u , we have the opposite problem;
neutrons and deuterons are destabilized. First, we re-
strict ourselves to constant dmd1u[dmd1dmu50, so
changes in nuclear potential can be neglected. Then we
consider just the effect of the change in deuteron mass,

mD8 5mD2dmd2u (21)

on the pp reactions p1p↔D1e11ne . In our world
the heat balance is

2mp2me2mD2mne
50.420 MeV. (22)

The pp→D direction stops being energetically favored
if

dmd2u.2dme10.42 MeV. (23)

In the Big Bang plasma, the abundance of deuterons in
this world is highly suppressed, so there is no stepping-
stone to the production of helium and heavier nuclei, so
the universe initially is made of essentially pure
protons.9 Furthermore, since the pp chain is broken,
cosmic chemical history is radically altered: For ex-
ample, there is no two-body reaction for nucleosynthesis
in stars to get started so main-sequence stars all have to
use catalytic cycles such as the CNO process (where the
heavy catalysts have to be generated in an early genera-
tion under degenerate conditions).

As long as stable states of heavier nuclei exist, some
of them are likely to be produced occasionally in degen-
erate deflagrations (akin to Type Ia supernovae). As
dmd2u increases, the valley of b-stability moves to favor
fewer neutrons; a free deuteron spontaneously fissions
into two protons if

dmd2u.dme10.42 MeV12me5dme11.442 MeV.
(24)

Above some threshold, stable states of heavier nuclei
disappear altogether and there is no nuclear physics at
all.

Thresholds for these effects are shown in Fig. 1. Note
that md2mu is bounded within a small interval—if it
departs from this range one way or another a major

9The reactions are of course also affected by couplings which
enter into reaction rates. The balance between the expansion
rate and weak interaction rates controls nucleosynthesis both
in supernovae and in the Big Bang. For example, Carr and
Rees (1979) argue that avoiding a universe of nearly pure he-
lium requires the weak freeze-out to occur at or below the
temperature equal to the n ,p mass difference, requiring
(mn2mp)3.mPlanck

21 a22mproton
22 mW

4 .
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change in nuclear astrophysics results. The total width of
the interval, of the order of an MeV, depending on how
drastic the changes are, should be compared with the
values mu'5 MeV and md'10 MeV, or the mass of the
proton, 1 GeV.

We should consider these constraints with the kind of
additional joint constraints that unification symmetry is
likely to impose on the fermion masses. For example,
suppose that some symmetry fixes the ratio md /me (e.g.,
Fukugita et al., 1999), thereby fixing dmd /dme , and we
require that mu.0. The resulting constraint is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

C. Quark masses and the range of nuclear forces:
Diproton stability

We have explored two of the three dimensions in
dmu ,dmd ,dme space: dmd2dmu and me . In addition
there is a third dimension to explore, dmd1dmu . This
quantity affects the pion mass and therefore the range of
the nuclear interactions; this does not affect the np sta-
bility arguments but does affect the D stability.

The dependence on this third dimension of fermion
mass variation can be estimated through the effect of
changes in nucleon potential stemming from the pion

FIG. 1. Effects of changes in the light quark mass difference
and electron mass on the stability of the proton and deuteron.
Our world sits at the origin; outside the bold lines nuclear
astrophysics changes qualitatively in four ways described in the
text. The physical effects are: destabilization of an isolated
deuteron; destabilization of a proton in the presence of an
electron; pp reaction goes the wrong way; destabilization of an
isolated proton. Thresholds are shown for the four effects—
solid lines from Eqs. (19) and (20), dashed lines from Eqs. (23)
and (24), the latter assuming dmd1dmu50. Dotted lines show
a constraint [appropriate in an SO(10) GUT] imposed by
positive up-quark mass for fixed dme /dmd , and we plot only
the region of positive electron mass. The change in the sum
dmd1u (the combination not shown here) is similarly con-
strained within less than about 0.05 MeV of its actual value so
as not to drastically alter carbon-producing reactions.
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mass, mp
2 }(mu1md)LQCD . In this framework Agrawal

et al. (1998a, 1998b) investigated the effect of varying
the Higgs expectation value v , which changes all the
fermion masses in proportion. Using a simple model of
the deuteron potential (range 2 fm, depth 35 MeV), they
found no bound states anymore if the range is reduced
by 20%, or the quark mass sum is increased by 40%.
This corresponds to a change v/v051.4 or dmi50.4mi ,
or approximately dmd1dmu'0.4(md1mu)'7 MeV
(see also the earlier discussion of light nuclei stability by
Pochet et al., 1991). On the side of decreasing quark
masses or increasing range (i.e., dmd1dmu,0), the ef-
fects are opposite; at about dmd1dmu'20.25(md
1mu)'24 MeV, the diproton 2He or the dineutron
become bound (Dyson, 1971) (which one is stable de-
pends on the mass difference dmd2u ). However, a
tighter constraint in this dimension is likely to arise from
the behavior of heavier nuclei.

D. Tuning levels of heavier nuclei

The most celebrated nuclear tunings, first noticed by
Salpeter and Hoyle, involve the resonant levels of car-
bon and oxygen nuclei. The excited resonance level of
12C* at 7.65 MeV lies just 0.3 MeV above the 7.3667-
MeV energy of 8Be14He, allowing rapid enough reac-
tions for carbon to form before the unstable 8Be decays.
On the other hand the level of 16O at 7.1187 MeV lies
just below that of 12C14He at 7.1616 MeV; if it were
higher by just 0.043 MeV, reactions to oxygen would
quickly destroy the carbon. The way these interlocking
levels depend on md ,mu ,me is too hard to compute
from first principles in detail, but Jeltema and Sher
(2000) have recently estimated the effect on the nuclear
potential of adjusting the Higgs parameter v , tracing its
effect on the first reaction above through the work of
Oberhummer et al. (1994) and Livio et al. (1989). In this
way they estimate a lower bound, v/v0.0.9. Oberhum-
mer et al. (2000) have recently computed the depen-
dence of abundances on nucleon and Coulomb interac-
tions, and conclude that the strength of the nuclear force
needs to be tuned to below the 1% level. This can be
interpreted to mean that the products would be radically
altered if dmu1dmd changed by even a few percent of
mu1md , on the order of 0.05 MeV.

V. FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS
IN THE FINAL THEORY

The structural properties of the world are not sensi-
tive to small local perturbations of many parameters
about their actual values. However, nuclear physics
would change drastically with even small changes in mu
and md at the level of a few percent. Grand unification
leaves these as independent parameters without rela-
tions fixed by symmetries, so we may conjecture that
they remain so in more inclusive unified theories. This
leaves just about enough freedom for a multiverse to
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find a world which has stable protons, produces carbon
and oxygen, and still endows these atoms with a rich
interactive chemistry.

A paradigm of a fixed, calculable, dimensionless quan-
tity in physics is the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron (Hughes and Kinoshita, 1999). In a display of
spectacular experimental and theoretical technique, it is
measured to be (Van Dyck, Schwinberg, and Dehmelt,
1987)

a[~g22 !/251,159,652,188.4~4.3!310212,

a precision of four parts per billion; it is calculated to
even better accuracy except for the uncertainty in the
fine structure constant, which limits the accuracy of the
agreement to about 30 ppb. This agreement cannot be
an accident—the precision tells us that we really under-
stand the origin of this dimensionless number. The pre-
cision is exceptional because the dimensionless numbers
can be measured so accurately and the theory is clean
enough to calculate so accurately. It is hard to measure
precisely because nothing in particular depends critically
on what the exact final digits in the expansion are. We
expect this to be so in such a case of a mathematically
computable number. It would be disturbing if a different
number in the ninth decimal place would make a big
difference to (say) element production, because it would
indicate a conspiracy at a level where we have no
mechanism to explain it. On the other hand a fine tuning
in an adjustable parameter is easy to live with because
we have a physical way to arrange that. So, the attitude
adopted here is that maybe we can find the adjustable
parameters by looking for the places where fine tuning is
needed. The clue is in the derivative DWorld/
Dparameter, how much the phenomena change as a re-
sult of a parameter change; we should look for the fun-
damental flexibilities in the fundamental theory where
this derivative is large.

Grand unification permits about enough freedom in
standard model parameters to account for the apparent
fine tunings by selection from an ensemble of possibili-
ties. This is a useful lesson to bear in mind as unification
theory forges ahead seeking to fix new predictions—
contrary to the aspirations of many in the unification
community, perhaps we should not expect to find more
relationships among standard model parameters to be
fixed by symmetry in the final theory than are fixed by
the ideas we have in place already, at least not among
the light fermion masses.

These considerations may help to guide us to the con-
nections of superstrings to the low-energy world. For
example, Kane et al. (2000) have pointed out that the
ideal superstring theory indeed predicts absolutely ev-
erything, including the light lepton mass ratios, seem-
ingly allowing no room for tuning. However, even here
there is the possibility that the exact predictions do not
specify a unique universe at low energy but correspond
to many discrete options—many minima in a vast super-
potential. If the minima are numerous enough a close-
to-optimal set of parameters can still be found. The fun-
damental theory might predict the properties of all the
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minima but the main choice may still be made by selec-
tion. String-motivated ideas for explaining the mass hi-
erarchy outside of the context of standard GUTs (e.g.,
theories with extra dimensions—Arkani-Hamed et al.,
1998; Dienes et al., 1998, 1999; Randall and Sundrum,
1999) may offer similar options for optimizing the
Yukawa couplings.

Anthropic arguments are often said to lack predictive
power. However, within a theoretical framework specific
predictions do emerge from the guesses made from an-
thropic clues, which could falsify a particular conjecture:
for example, the conjecture that the deuteron and pro-
ton stability arise from selection of light quark masses
from a continuous spectrum of possible values predicts
that in fundamental theory, it will not be possible to
mathematically derive from first principles the value of
(md2mu)/mproton . At the very least this should be re-
garded as a challenge to a community which has so far
been very successful in discovering ways to reduce the
number of free parameters in various unification
schemes. One is reminded of Darwin’s theory, which is a
powerful explanatory tool even though some question
its predictive power. Anthropic arguments are vulner-
able in the same way to ‘‘Just So’’ storytelling but may
nevertheless form an important part of cosmological
theory.
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